Paae 1, left column, 17th line in Abstract, change "swept-forward-wing" to "swept-forward wing".
Introduction and storage requirements. One obvious contribution to which
O UR understanding in the aerodynamics of wing sweep the approach may lead is providing an asymptotic basis upon and its use to control the compressibility effect have been which numerical results from current 3-D codes can be limited in the past mostly to problems in the linear flow correlated and their adequacy tested. regimes. ' Current interest in aircraft wing design has
The asymptotic theory underlying the present study has focused on adopting two-dimensional (2-D) supercritical been given quite thoroughly in Cheng and Meng's work. ' .6 airfoil data, 6 " where the flow in this domain is nonlinear A similar formulation has been developed by Cook for with a transonic flow component. The problems of sweep and straight oblique wings. 2(o Most high aspect ratio wing analyses the 3-D corrections to mixed component flows have recently in classical literature arc concerned with unyawed, straight been studied by Cheng, Cook, and others 12-20 as extensions of wings, and were tied closely to Prandtl's lifting-line theory; the classical lifting-line theory.
2 '-2 As a sequel to Cheng and documented works in this category are numerous (see review Meng's work, "-I 6 this paper will present a more complete by Jones and Cohen 3). Some of the earlier works" -" possess discussion of its applications, considering examples not features which are quite relevant to the present study, and previously analyzed. An essential part of th .;tudy is comhave been reviewed along with transonic lifting-line works parisons with solutions generated from ex;',.,ng full-potential in Ref. 34 . computer codes; certain apsects for fu' ie improvement of Section II will discuss the basic concepts of the theory and the latter will also be brought out.
their physical implications. The distinction from classical In the domain of' interest, the tiowfield far from the wing lifting-line analyses will be apparent. In order to allow a fuller section should pertain to a high subsonic, or linear sonic, discussion of the solution examples and their comparison with outer flow, which is representable in the leading apfull-potential solutions (see Sec. IV), mathematical details proximation by a solution to the Prandtt-Glaucrt equation described in Sec. Ill will be kept to a minimum, of which corresponding to a swept lifting line. Thus, the theoretical readers are referred to the published works. 14-16 treatments 1-2(1 mentioned have genesis in Prandtl's original A limitation of the present approach is the assumption of a lifting-line idea, 21
. 22 even though the corresponding inner smooth centerline, which obviously breaks down in the problem is nonlinear and may involve an embedded supervicinity of the apex of a conventional (symmetric) swept wing. sonic region. Apart from gaining a better physical insight and
The example analyzed will show, however, that this region of a greater simplicity in the analysis, the approach reflects a nonuniformity is limited in extent; agreement with the fulldesire for implementing the current computer-oriented 3-D potential solution remains reasonable at span stations well methods-" 2' which, though being very powerful, share the within one root chord from the symmetry plane. An inwell-known problem of trading accuracy with computer cost portant property uncovered from the study of Refs. 14-16 is the similarity flow structure which permits the reduced problem to be solved only once for all span stations. In- The origin of the logarithmic singularity can be understood from a decomposition of the locally shedded trailing vorticity into two components, parallel and normal to the centerline (x'=0).11 The component parallel to x'=0 gives a logarithmically infinite upwash as x' -0 ' ,__ Logarithmically large upwash corrections occur also in x unsteady problems and in problems involving curved cen- have not yet been published.) wings.
-' two (asymptotically) distinct flow regions are considered: I) a nearly planar (2-D) region next to the wing Transonic Swept-Wing Problems section with a streamwise length scale comparable to the For problems involving a transonic flow component typical wing chord c.; 2) a fully 3-D domain with its lateral (Mk, = M**cosA -1), the nonlincarity familiar in the transonic size comparable to the wing half-span b. These are the inner flow study must be adequately treated in the equation and outer regions of the singular perturbation theory. 22 Since governing the inner flow. If the freestream is also transonic, the aspect ratio AR, a 2h/c,, is high, the wing, along with its i.e., M_ -1, the conditions 11 -M. -I implies that the near wake, is perceived in the outer flow region as a lifting swept angle must remain sufficiently small in the nonlinear line-a line of singularities, to be more precise.
regime. Denote the absolute angle of attack or the thickness Students of classical aerodynamics are familiar with the ratio of the wing section, whichever is larger, by ct. The range idea that the velocity induced by the trailing vortex sheet of sweep must be such that (I -M)/a 2 -3 =0(l), in order to causes a change in the local flow angle, proportional to A?. I.
keep the component flow nonlinear. This requires Implicit are the assumptions that the flow around the wing A=0(aI' ). Interestingly, the smallness in A renders the section is strictly planar, and that the induced velocities effect of the spanwise component of the trailing vorticity defined in the classical sense remain bounded. These negligible in the off-wing boundary condition, but the stipulations do not hold for a swept wing with a nonvanishing logarithmic upwash associated with this spanwise trailing sweep angle. The distinct features brought out in the analysis vorticity remains a dominating feature in the transonic for swept wings are described below, problem.
(enterine Curvature and Spanwisei Density ariation
I1. Reduced Transonic Problems and Key Equations
The partial-differential equation governing the component flow around the wing section must be corrected for conBasic Parameters and (overning Equations pressibility effects and for the 3-D effect due to a nonWe consider high subsonic flight near the speed of sound. vanishing local curvature of the centerline of the planform.
The component flow in this case is necessarily nonlinear and dA/dy' (see Fig. I for coordinates and definition of A). The may become supercritical. If the wing sections are assumed to former includes a correction resulting from the spanwise be thin, this component flow at each span station will be density variation (see Sec. Ill).
controlled by the transonic similarity parameter based on the component Mach number M, i M. cosA Spanwise Component of Wake Vorticity Owing to the sweep, the wake vorticity just behind the K,-(I-M )/a-' IM, (I) trailing edge has a nonvanishing component along the centerline. Thus, the tangential velocity component normal to the familiar from the transonic small-disturbance theory." ' The centerline has a nonvanishing jump across the trailing vortex sweep range of interest is that which will keep K, at order (TV) sheet. 12-". Therefore, the solution to the reduced inner unity, while M. does not exceed I. This requires problem is no longer planar, but must be corrected in both the partial-differential equation and in the boundary condition on O-A (2) the wing trace, i.e., the TV sheet. 
I.ogarilhmlc Upwash
The parameter 0 may be referred to as a reduced sweep angle. The induced upwash effect on the wing section characEssential to the development is a reduced aspect ratio, the teristics is determined from the behavior of the outer (liftingreciprocal of which is line) solution in the vicinity of the lifting line. In approaching the latter, the outer solution is dominated by that of a line The 2-D system is elliptic or hyperbolic, depending on
whether K, -('y + I) ., is positive or negative. The coefficients 0, and .i' must allow a weak dependence on ( to with a remainder comparable to (". Note that as long as accommodate the logarithmic upwash. Where a shock occurs.
0=0(1), C, is unaffected directly by the spanwise velocity $Y-
the shock boundary is described as , and are assumed to be of unit order and the toadoublet,includingr,&dli/lei I andt2f1 l I (see The Kutta condition is essential and must be observed at the without the vortical wake, subject to errors of the order e2.
trailing edge for i, as well as 0,. .' -Y from Fig. 3 . In the outer portion of the swept-back wing, the upwash behavior is similar to that on the downstream panel of and -()) is identically zero for a straight oblique wing, a straight oblique wing. Near tile apex (= 0) of the sweptwhereas for a V-shaped swept wing, it can be calculated from back wing, the induced upwash is negative, i.e., a downwash, Fig. 3 .) where the subscript 0 refers to the leading (zeroth) approximation, and the prime signifies a derivativc.
Similaril Flow Structure
The asymmetrical upwash proportional to I,(j ) in t is
Owing to the linearity, the 3-D correction ( , can be responsible for the unbalanced rolling moment of an oblique decomposed into separate parts. There is an important class (pivoted) wing, unles% twist, wing bend, or special pivot of wing surface geometry, for which each of these (properly location is introduced in the design. '.11 " The extent to which scaled) separate parts have similarity solutions independent of this asymmetry depends on the pivoting angle A and on the ., as does the basic solution ;,. The reduced 2-D equation span loading j,,(.) is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the upwash system in this case can be solved once for all span stations.
functions , (.) for oblique wings with an elliptic and an
This wing class requires that tile wing section at each span "extended-span distribution" are shown for A = 0, 22.5, and station be generated from the same airfoil profile, keeping the 45 deg. (The extended span load considered has a rootsame thickness ratio and incidence. That is, the function of bending moment equal to that of an elliptic load for the same Z * (.,.) of Eq. (8) is required to conform to lift but lesser drag" ; the span, however, is 1.15 times that of the elliptic one.) These L's were computed from Eq. terline .i=z'=0 is the common straight axis for the similar The induced flow angle will also depend on the centerline wing sections at different span stations. The location of this geometry. Figure 3 shows the spanwise distribution of the straight axis in percentage chord may, however, be arbitrarily normalized t+t, for symmetric swept-forward and sweptset. back wings at different degrees of sweep. It is assumed in the The similarity variables used are calculations that the span loading in the leading approximation, r,, (y). is elliptic, and that the product comparison with the TSD code will not reveal the important limitations of the present (small-disturbance) theory. For the The similarity flow structure admissible under Eq. (19), with above two reasons, comparison with the TSD codes has not due allowance for the upwash correction for an arbitrary been made. Nevertheless, we believe such a comparison could loading, is given by be quite useful in future studies involving shocks.
From a theoretical viewpoint, a limitation of current 3-D full-potential codes appears to be the empiricism introduced by the modeling of the inviscid wake, which we believe could upwash effect is transferred through the solution 02 to the wing surface as part of the incidence correction to 0, whereas is applied at the TV sheet.-' Assuming a thin airfoil section, the second term, EOC' t, , accounts only for the assumption I is seen to be equivalent to that in the TSD nonhomogeneous correction to the PDE owing to the theory, in which the TV sheet is transferred to the -wing span%%ise density variation, trace" on thexaxis. Condition 2 is incorrect strictly speaking, The equations and boundary conditions in the reduced since a0-'/az 2 is generally discontinuous at the sheet. In fact, problems for the three similarity solutions 0, -, and 02 can Eq. (23) would lead to be obtained readily from Eqs. (I I), and have been described ao 2 0 24) in detail in Refs. 14-16 and 34. We shall not repeat it here, Inasmuch as the existence and uniqueness of the solutions that is, the upwash is continuous across the wing trace, which cannot be easily investigated, demonstration of numerical is the correct requirement according to the TSD theort. solutions to the reduced problem is an essential part of the Therefore, current codes based on Refs. 25-28 do not study.
correspond to the exact full-potential solution.
Remark% on E:isting 3-1) Potential Computer (ode ('ompniations of o , and, The crude description of the far field in most discrelized
The reduced mixed-type problems for the similarity tidofield computation methods is well known. This problem solutions 0, 0, and 0. are solved numerically by a becomes more serious in the 3-D cases. 2329 It is not all clear relaxation method, using type-sensitive difference operators from the published data whether the grid distributions corresponding to Murman's "fully conservative form 4 used therein are sufficiently refined for the purpose of adequately describing the upwash induced by the far-wake ,orticity, which is crucial in thc analysis of high aspect ratio
There is a similar question on truncation errors near the symmetry plane of a symmetric S,ept wing, which are amplified by the %kig%.
singularity of the coordinate transformation. There appears to be an additional problem brought absiouth.r m by the scarcity of the span stations available in current 3-I)
-'This controversial condition was brought to our attention by potential-flow program,,. z, : In the computer code for planar Norman t). Matiuith. AIAA JOURNAL
The procedure of line relaxation used for $0 may be con-NASA Ames Research Center and Grumman Aerospace sidered standard, except for the uses of an improved far-field Corporation. The different algorithms employed in FLO 22 description and a third-order convergence acceleration are not fully conservative, but this may not be essential for scheme. 1 Inasmuch as the cases studied below are shockshock-free solutions presented below. We point out that the free, the shock-fitting algorithm M and shock-perturbation FLO 22 data from NASA Ames and Grumman are not analysis will not be discussed. A more complete description of identical, owing to the differences in the mesh size, spacing of the solution procedure and solution examples for ,, ,, and the span stations, convergence criteria, and t'-detail of the , in the shock-free cases have been given in Ref. 16 (see also leading-edge description. The availability of data from two Sec. 5.2 of Ref. 34).
sources is helpful in delineating the nature of discrepancy between our theory and the more exact 3-D programs.
Examples: Comparison with Solutions Based on the Full-Potential
A number of FLO 22 runs have been made for the oblique PDE wings with freestreamn Mach number, swept angle, wing For the purpose of comparing the lifting-line analysis (the thickness, etc., chosen to give either K, = 3.6 or K, = 3.45, similarity solution structure, in particular) with the employing the same basic airfoil section. An elliptic planform corresponding full-potential solutions, we will now consider is used in each case; wing twist and wing bend are assumed to examples of high subcritical and slightly supercritical combe zero. Among the first comparison studies made is a case ponent flows over oblique as well as symmetric swept wings.
with relatively thin wing section (6% thickness ratio) and a The wing planforms considered are all elliptic, with the major rather high aspect ratio (major-to-minor axes ratio of 20). The axis coinciding with the midchord (5007o); the wing sections surface pressure coefficients in this case have been presented are generated from a single profile NASA 3612-02, 40, (19) ; therefore, the inner solution can be Mach number M, =0.7615. Thus, one has K,=3.60, obtained by a linear combination of the basic similarity 0 = 1.003, and f =0.1277 in this case; the component flow is solutions o, ,, and *2. which will be determined after slightly below being critical. There, the FLO 22 data from specifying the component transonic parameters K,,, the ratio NASA Ames and Grumman appear to be rather close except of incidence to the thickness ratio, and the locations of the next to the leading edge. The CP values computed from the leading and trailing edges. Note that this airfoil has been used similarity solutions agree reasonably well with the FLO 22 in various wind tunnels and preliminary design studies of data except near the leading edge. '"" oblique wings at M. = 0.60-1.4. 45 Several sets of basic
The degree of agreement between the FLO 22 data and the similarity solutions have been obtained for K,, = 3.6 and 3.45 theory does not appear to deteriorate much with increasing for this airfoil, and have been described in some detail in wing thickness or reducing wing aspect ratio. The conRefs. 12-16. These solutions are used in the subsequent solidated plot in three sets of surface data, ,, j, and 2, e used to sweep and the span loading have been shown. A significant construct the C,, distributions, The C. value for the corngain in the theoretical development through this approach is ponent flow is -0.689 and both FLO 22 and lifting-line the availability of a similitude in the 3-D flow structure apsolutions give the appearance of supercritical shock-free plicable to wings with sections generated from a single profile. regions on the upper surface of the downstream wing panel.
With the similarity solutions, the reduced 2-D problems are The agreement between the FLO 22 data and those based on solved only once for all span stations. From these and the the asymptotic analysis in Refs. 15 and 16 and in Fig. 5 should upwash analysis, the dependence of the flowfield on wing be considered as being better than expected, inasmuch as the sweep, aspect ratio, local chord variation, as well as the twist relative error in the asymptotic theory belongs to an order and the bend, can be explicitly studied, thus furnishing a determined by r"' or f 2 , whichever is larger. The magnitude rational tool for transonic aerodynamic design. of r-'? for the examples shown in Fig. 5 is 0. 
It may be
The examples studied in this paper do not include examples recalled in this connection that there is a noticeable difference with embedded shocks. Solutions making use of the 3-D between the two sets of FLO 22 data for the local lift coefcorrections for the shock jump and the shock geometry have ficient shown earlier in Fig. 4. been obtained, and their comparison with full-potential It is not altogether clear that the encouraging agreement results will be discussed in a sequel paper. Omitted from the found for the oblique wings may still hold to some degree with foregoing discussion is the feasibility of solutions via a special tile presence of an apex in a symmetric swept wing, where the unsteady analogy. Unpublished results computed from this theory must fail. 
